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Plug in, chill & sell – immediately ready
for operation & stays fresh longer
COOLBOX is perfect for product presentation at the POS. With its high
capacity, simple installation and ideal product accessibility, COOLBOX is
particularly well suited to the presentation of snacks and drinks at the POS.

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

SEMI-AUTOMATIC DEFROSTING

COOLBOX perfectly combines product presentation with access to merchandise, thanks to
presentation at eye level and the panorama glass
side walls. With brilliant LED interior lighting on
every shelf, COOLBOX achieves the optimum
sales impact.

Semi-automatic defrosting is possible in all temperature ranges. The constant temperature and
high-quality plastic containers mean that the shelf
life and hygiene of all products are always ensured.

ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
COOLBOX units are completely CFC- and HFCfree and use the ecologically harmless and natural
refrigerant propane (R290). This makes them
particularly environmentally friendly. R290 has the
lowest global warming potential (GWP) rating on
the market.

COMPATIBLE WITH AMS

Our Active Monitoring System (AMS) allows us
to detect problems before you notice them. As an
essential add-on to all AHT products, the AMS
makes it much easier for you to manage and monitor the AHT cooling systems in your stores. Our
products are also compatible with other systems.

INDIVIDUAL BRANDING
COOLBOX can be individually adapted to the
store design. A wide range of colours allows the
best possible integration.

TEMPERATURE RANGES
Cooling

–1 °C to 7 °C

USPs
PLUG, CHILL & SELL – READY TO GO

Thanks to its ready-to-connect design and full range of features, COOLBOX can get
started straight away. The compact AHT shop format seamlessly unites attractive product
presentation with excellent access to merchandise. Sales success is also supported by the
bright LED lighting.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE

COOLBOX knows no limits. Boost your performance in product presentation with the
greatest flexibility in the entire market. Or widen your range with regard to convenience
products. Ideal for drinks, fruit & vegetables, snacks, to-go food, etc.

UNIQUE CONDENSATE TECHNOLOGY

In the compact dimensions of COOLBOX, the condensate evaporation system is a technical masterpiece of the AHT engineers. As a result, defrost water evaporates automatically
without manual intervention. Connection to an on-site defrost water drain is also possible.

STANDALONE UNIT 124

STANDALONE UNIT 196

IN-LINE UNIT 2 x 124

IN-LINE UNIT 2 x 196

CONFIGURATIONS
Solo

196

Row

196

196

124

124

Row individual

196

124

124

196

124

Plastic parts in grey
(RAL 7045) or white
(RAL 7016)

Compatible with
the Active
Monitoring System

Scanner strip for
displaying prices

Housing available in
any RAL colour or with
advertising foils

Side cover:
_ Closed
_ Panorama glass
_ Mirrored inside

Bumper strip
available in all
RAL colours
Water protection
strip available in
various RAL colours

CAN ModBUS interface
for connection to existing
monitoring systems

ACCESSORIES
_ Merchandise stopper
_ Water protection strip in all RAL colours
_ Air duct trim set in all RAL colours (fitting only possible
with air duct)
_ Price display/price strip
_ Unit body in all RAL colours
_ Connection kit for Duo installation version

124
1,240 mm

1,900 mm

1,180 mm

1,435 mm

1,964 mm

885 mm

DIMENSIONS
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COOLBOX			
|

124

|

196

Length, exterior / interior

|

mm

|

1,240 / 1,180

|

1,964 / 1,900

Depth, exterior / interior

|

mm

|

885 / 540

|

885 / 540

Height, exterior / interior

|

mm

|

2,150 / 1,435

|

2,150 / 1,435

Shelf depth

|

mm

|

4 x 450

|

8 x 450
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